
HISTORY OF OLD GROVIANS 

Yorkshire Division Four – Champions 2012-13   

Yorkshire Division Three – Champions 2014-15

The birth of OGRUFC was first discussed by three Old Grovians (James "Foggy" Phillips, John Hinchliffe and Nick 
Fawcett) over a beer (or two) in the Emmott Arms in Rawdon. Nick Fawcett was the man with the brain wave and the 
more he spoke, the more we drank and the better the idea of setting up a rugby club became. 
We were undecided as to how we should proceed, should we join in a second division league and run a social club or go
the whole hog and start from the bottom of the Yorkshire Leagues?

During the first season of friendlies in 2006 it was decided that the Yorkshire Leagues were for us - we were going all 
in!

Woodhouse Grove School had kindly offered us the use of their facilities (more than one shower nowadays) and the 
Stansfield Arms opened their door as a clubhouse, without which, Old Grovians RUFC wouldn't have had a chance. 

8th September 2006 was the first Yorkshire 5 league game beating Adwick le Street 50-0. Between the 3 founders there 
was stiff competition to be the first try scorer for Old Grovians but that accolade went to Scot Eastwood-Smith - a true 
Old Grovian Rugby player whose tragic passing seemed to ironically bring the club even closer together. A finish of 4th 
in the first season was respectable winning nine of the 22 games.

As the years went by we managed to attract plenty of well coached WGS leavers. A special mention must go to the year 
of 2008 which brought an influx of players who have stayed with the club, spread the word and attracted a lot of the 
players that we have playing today including Ben Brown (most capped Old Grovian) and Anthony Griffin (top try 
scorer).

The first couple of years were somewhat of a struggle with players playing out of positions and we sometimes didn't 
manage to field a full 15. We did however still manage to win with 13 players away at Halifax in 2011 which shows the 
quality of the players that WGS produce during their time at the school. Their commitment to the game, their team 
mates and the skill level is a credit to the school. 

After our first promotion in the 08/09 season (finishing 2nd in 5B behind Leeds Medics) we started to attract interest 
from outside the school. New coaching staff were brought in (all on a voluntary basis) and local players, even from 
rivals BGS wanted to come and play - well, why wouldn't they? This change in the structure of the club brought great 
changes to the results. The Yorkshire Rugby forums and societies were starting to ask who Old Grovians were and if 
there were financial benefits to playing for the club. Obviously paying players has never been possible or wanted but it 
was great for the players for outsiders to show an interest in the club and it's results. 

In December 2013 we moved to our own ground at Elm Tree Farm in conjunction with Woodhouse School and the 
ground improves year on year.

Under the coaching leadership of Martin Whitcombe the club became Champions of Yorkshire 4 in 2012-13 losing just 
one league game.  Two years later the Championship of Yorkshire 3 was secured winning 23 of the 26 games. With two 
cup games the seasons points tally reached over 1,000.  Three promotions in 5 years showed how much everyone 
connected to the club wants it to succeed.  Four seasons of consolidation in Division resulted in the highest finish of 9th 
(2018-19) under coach Andy Hinchliffe.

Not only are the players on the pitch wanting the club to succeed, the spectators/former players are striving for that 
success too. From three idiots in a pub to a committee of current/former players, parents, wives and girlfriends shows 
just how much the club has grown in it's young life. 

In the clubs first 13 years we have fielded over 200 players of all shapes / size and abilities. We have even had a few 
who have represented their countries. 
Paul Sampson - Full England cap, Eni Gesinde – Hong Kong 7's. Hendrik Ek- Full Sweden Cap and Jamie Peacock 
(Rugby league legend).


